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Provided that it is possible to explain... the 
functioning of a circuit of cortical neurons using 
the functioning of an electronic analyzer in 
transistor form as a model, it is tempting... to 
attribute... the less intellectual functions for which 
the human brain is the organ to the computers in 
the technico-economic organizations they serve. 
— Georges Canguilhem, The Normal and the 
Pathological, 1966.

The governance of the world brain
The idea of collective mind is as old as the most ancient forms 
of spirituality and political philosophy — before Asimov, in 
1982, finally decided to send it to govern planet Gaia.1 The 
concept of ‘cognitive capitalism’ is evolving too, in face of the 
new machines of augmented intelligence and the new cults of 
Artificial Intelligence. This concept was useful to push a cognitive 
turn within political economy around 2000, when postmodern 
philosophy was still attracted by and discovering the linguistic 
turn of knowledge society.2 Today the magnitude of computation, 
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digitalisation and networking seems to accelerate well beyond 
the scale of linguistic labour. “Artificial intelligence will be more 
dangerous than nuclear power”, reported mainstream headlines 
in August 2014 filling the cerebral vacuum of mid summer. In 
any case, with these populistic announcements the multitude 
form receives a clear message: techno-elites are starting to 
explicitly reclaim the governance of the world brain.
In 1962 Arthur Clarke predicted an opposite war scenario: 
according to him, the evolution of the World Brain will take place 
under two forms.3 The first form would be the construction of 
a World Library, a universal encyclopaedia accessible by home 
computers (like Wikipedia, for example).4 The second stage, the 
World Brain itself, would be a superintelligent machine used to 
resolve collective problems (something that is already resembling 
Google’s singularity). Clarke imagined, then, to install such a 
supercomputer in the war rooms of the United States and Soviet 
Union, envisioning a future in which nuclear escalation would 
be addressed as a problem of computation.5 Could artificial 
intelligence have helped to calculate nuclear peace? Probably, 
being arms race such a primitive logic scheme. Yet today, on 
the other hand, new conflicts seem to originate right there at the 
heart of these supercomputers, if we just consider the new cold 
war that sprung around Edward Snowden’s leaks on the PRISM 
wiretapping system — the very first metadatagate. A former CIA 
director has already expressed this epistemic shift of military 
affairs and politics in a cynical yet concise way: “We kill people 
based on metadata”.6

 
Cognitive capitalism and cognitive Anthropocene
Cognitive capitalism is a despotic mega-machine based on the 
accumulation of valorising information, extraction of surplus 
value of code and transformation of collective knowledge into the 
machinic intelligence of new apparatuses.7 Cognitive capitalism 
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is also a mega-machine of governance, whose imperial nomos 
is a hybrid of old national state powers with new hi-tech global 
corporations such as Google, Facebook, Apple, etc.8 The 
mega-machine of cognitive capitalism is easily described by 
the assemblage and stratification of the global infrastructures 
of computing, such as, for instance, search engines and 
social media (Google, Facebook), logistics networks and ‘the 
internet of things’ (Amazon, Walmart), intelligence agencies 
assets (see NSA’s Utah datacenter and PRISM program) and 
climate research institutions too. The first two cases, ‘the 
internet of people’ and ‘the internet of things’, are examples 
of an active infrastructure producing every second big data by 
tracking communication, ‘living’ commodities as well as living 
labour. On the other hand, the latter two cases show a sinister 
similarity, as they appear just to record big data passively, silently 
recording (or wiretapping) the global environment. From an 
epistemological point of view, it is not arbitrary to establish a 
parallelism between the protocols used to intercept and ‘forecast’ 
anti-social behaviours and terrorism and the protocols used 
to intercept and ‘forecast’ the anomalies of climate change.9 
Pointing to an alleged collaboration between Google and NSA, 
the recent PRISM scandal shows, indeed, that the nomos of 
cognitive capitalism features a very vague distinction between 
new governance (intelligence agencies) and new economy (that 
turned global media corporations into intelligence industries, as a 
matter of fact). 
Aside the traditional analyses on ‘cultural capital’ and ‘knowledge 
society’, an interesting perspective to define cognitive capitalism 
and its infrastructure is looking at the making of the idea of 
climate change and the Anthropocene itself, also understood 
as a further epistemic age of the humankind. This comes with 
no surprise, considering how computation is  central to map the 
forces affecting the planet’s climate. The scientific observation 
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and, thereafter, the political perception of the Anthropocene 
itself is possible only thanks to an (apparently neutral) global 
network of sensors, datacentres, supercomputers and science 
institutions. The description of the Anthropocene is possible 
thanks to a massive computing machine innervating the whole 
Earth like a novel super-brain. As Paul Edwards shows in 
his book A Vast Machine, also climate change is a cognitive 
construct, whose evidence is provided by mathematical modeling 
used to frame raw data and give them a global meaning.10  
A similar system of observation and prediction can be illustrated 
also by another more simple system patrolling the planetary 
bios: Google’s service mapping flu outbreaks. Google Flu Trends 
forecasts influenza activity by aggregating related search queries 
and plotting a geographical map of the potential virus diffusion 
in the imminent future. Made public in 2008, Google Flu is 
often quoted to discuss the new regime of big data, as it clarifies 
Google’s hegemony in algorithmic governance. It is not difficult 
to imagine a scenario in which the same breed of algorithms are 
applied to other biodata of the population, such as social unrest 
and new political movements. The US Department of Defense’s 
Minerva Project has precisely this goal: developing software to 
predict social mobilisation and contagions by scanning digital 
traces like Twitter posts during the Arab Spring or the Gezi park 
protests in Istanbul.11 
Besides these examples specific to the domain of data 
governance, it is worth to look also at finance to grasp further 
layers and the proper machinic agency of cognitive capitalism.

Capital as computation (and cognition)
The 2010 Flash Crash has disclosed worldwide the fragile 
success of algotrading, or the use of High Frequency Trading 
algorithms to put orders on stock markets instead of and much 
faster than human brokers. Finance and the techniques of 
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financialization rely today on a computing power that is not very 
different from the one employed by climatology. Finance has 
to record and map an economic Umwelt that is as big as the 
planet. Take for instance, Nanex, a market research firm that 
supplies real-time data covering all the transactions of the US 
stock markets. Nanex records stock market data as scientists 
record climate data. As his founder Eric Hunsader claims: 
“Nanex’s database is now more than 20 times the size of 
NASA’s. That’s right — we’ve got more data on the stocks than 
we do on space.”12 Who knows who controls the biggest and 
deepest and crucial data pool among Google, NSA or NASA... 
the example of finance, however, points to a more complex 
epistemic space: as finance transforms information immediately 
into agency and influences instantaneously the field of forces 
that it is meant to measure. Today’s finance turns computation 
into direct economic agency.
Since the times of Smith, Ricardo and Marx, capital is clearly 
a form of computation. The apparatuses of capital describe 
by themselves a complex mathematical system. After WWII 
the numeric dimension of capital has been coupled with the 
numeric dimension of cybernetics and computing machines, 
then gradually subsuming also upcoming forms of augmented 
intelligence. Capital, as a form of accounting, as a form of 
exterior mnemonic technique, is in itself a form of trans-human 
intelligence. Capital, on the basis of all its numeric procedures, 
from layman’s accounting to sophisticated algotrading, is an 
institution of computation. 
Financial capitalism show the features of a cognitive apparatus 
directed to control the planetary economy via computing. 
Donald Mackenzie is one of the few thinkers that discovered 
the cognitive structures buried within Marx’s notion of machine 
and extended them till to include the information society and 
the technologies of financialization.13 If it is true that money 
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works in fact as a language, as also Christian Marazzi argues,14 
financialization then  operates but the most extreme (machinic) 
evolution of language, that is computation. Maybe it is time 
to replace Keynes’s idea of the performativity of financial 
conventions (“I buy those shares, as everybody is buying them 
right now”) with computational performativity, as algorithms 
disclose a more complex and abstract space than natural 
languages and social imitation.
The very Doppelgänger of ‘cognitive capital’ should be the 
idea of the intelligence of capital, that is of an autonomous 
super-intelligence whose agency would be dystopically directed 
to acephalous and blind monetary accumulation — capital 
thinks too. Nick Land is the philosopher that (deeply inspired 
by science fiction and Deleuze and Guattari’s techno-vitalism) 
described capitalism as an alien technological singularity 
coming to colonise planet earth.15 His fatalistic and often 
reactionary insights, however, have been reversed by the 
recent debate on accelerationism, that attempts to devise 
a political project at the same level of abstraction of current 
techno-capitalism.16 The ‘inhuman’ ethics of accelerationism 
has helped to strip the human of its cognitive centrality and to 
recognise a form of intelligence in capital’s computation, that 
keeps returning to challenge and capture the general intellect of 
the cognitive workers. 
Any (industrial or abstract) machine is nevertheless a machine 
of cognition, a product of observation and intuition to solve 
mundane problems, and it comes to shape the world after 
its original epistemic imprint. Any machine is a product of 
abstraction, of a general intellect that mirrors the diagram 
of its social relations. As Charles Babbage knew (before 
inspiring Marx), any machine comes to replace a previous 
division of labour, to fatally codify, compute and capitalise a 
set of productive actions.17 Babbage distinguished machines 
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to replace the division of material labour and machines to 
replace the division of mental labour. Also Artificial Intelligence 
comes to replace a set of social relations (and to produce new 
ones). Human intelligence transforms and ramifies: thoughts 
become words, words become signs, signs information, 
information numbers, numbers data, data metadata, 
metadata patterns, patterns tendencies, tendencies machinic 
intelligence. Every second capital is burying knowledge. The 
numeric dimension of capital is not just monetary, but also 
informational and computational — encoding knowledge any 
moment of its circulation. 
This is a basic description of semio-capitalism, of the information 
machines in charge of the measurement of the social production, 
of what Deleuze and Guattari called “recording machines” or 
“machines of the second synthesis”.18 Yet the age of desiring 
machines seems to be over: we are asked today to complete 
Deleuze and Guattari’s program of machinic ontology and 
obliterate the schism between affection and cognition, desire 
and abstraction. The film Her by Spike Jones, about a hipster 
falling in love with a female personality simulated by an 
artificial intelligence, is a hint of how affects are projected and 
orchestrated by computation (by computational industries, in 
fact, that are likely replacing ‘the society of the spectacle’). 

The eye of the algorithm
The idea of capital evolving as a super-human form of 
intelligence resembles, by the way, the reactionary idea of 
the state ‘as a form of life’ of the early 20th century German 
Lebensphilosophie, another not less dangerous vision of a public 
super-organism.19 Marx himself, in some passages, described 
capitalism as an “automatic subject” and his concept of 
capital was clearly an intuition of a technological and economic 
singularity — against which he opposed, without ceding, the 
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‘intelligent resistance’ of social struggles and the counter-
project of a political singularity.20 In the transition of post-
Fordism, more recently, Italian operaismo envisioned the 
potential autonomy of collective intelligence and attempted 
to politicise apparently neutral notions such as ‘knowledge 
society’. Today a new planetary scale of computation demands, 
nevertheless, a new planetary scale of politics. As the current 
debate on the Anthropocene points too, no political agency is 
possible without the recognition of a new cognitive perspective 
on the whole planet. 
The eye of modern perspective was born trough an equivalent 
groundbreaking paradigm shift, bringing innovative techniques 
of optical projection from the mathematicians of Baghdad 
to Florence.21 A further dimension of depth was so added to 
aesthetics, many crooked paintings were straightened and a 
new political vision of the collective space was inaugurated. 
Similarly, a further cognitive dimension has to be imported 
today from computation into political thought, in order to 
be able to ‘see’ and grasp the oceanic depth of the global 
datascape and to disclose the novel techno-complexity of 
the social space. Something similar happened already in 
cybernetics with the shift from the first order to the second 
order cybernetics, that is with the recognition of the meta-level 
of the observer observing the system.22 Any century produces 
its own epistemic rift. The making of a global datascape is 
calling for a new epistemic eye. We need a new Machiavelli for 
the new cognitive nomos of the Earth.
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